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This empirical article investigates various factors that would create hotel brand love in tourist’s minds and poten-

tial outcomes of such hotel brand love in the emerging Indian hotel sector. Based on reviewing relevant extant

research, a set of hypotheses are formulated. Data are collected by surveying young Indian travelers and analyzed

using conirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modeling. The study indings support that other cus-

tomer perception, hotel service quality, hotel brand foreignness, and hotel location emotion signiicantly predict

hotel brand love among young Indian tourists. Hotel brand love, in turn, predicts conative hotel brand loyalty and

tourist’s emotional labor. This study contributes to the existing body of hotel service theory by validating some

important causal relationships between various tourist psychological factors associated with hotel brand love in a

comprehensive theoretical framework for the irst time in the context of young Indian tourists. Themodel validated

is expected to guide the emerging market hotel managers to elicit hotel brand love among young adult tourists.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

Destination travel service providers across the globe are

vying to enrich tourists’ experiences by providing them

with a meaningful travel experience (Gretzel, Fesenmaier,

Formica, & O’Leary, 2006). The tourist experience is a re-

sult of various factors which act simultaneously like ho-

tels that the tourists stay in, and attractions of the tourist

spots which combine to generate an overall tourist expe-

rience (Murphy, Pritchard, & Smith, 2000). A signiicant

factor that shapes tourists’ travel experience is the service

provided by the hotel that tourists stay in (Blain, Levy, &

Ritchie, 2005; Murphy et al., 2000; Yaemjamuang, 2017).

The prime importance of hotel factor lies in its ability to in-

luence tourists’ repeat visit intention. Tourists wish to ex-

perience positive emotions like comfort and pleasure while

planning a journey (Kwortnik Jr & Ross Jr, 2007). These ex-

pected positive emotions can be conirmed or disconirmed

(Oliver, 1980) based on their encounters with the hotels

that they stay in, and services provided by the hotels.

Todays’ hotels are inding it increasingly dificult to retain

a loyal customer base due to globalization and tough mar-

ket competition (Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000; Mason,

Tideswell, & Roberts, 2006; Qiu, Ye, Bai, & Wang, 2015;

Xie & Chen, 2014). In this context, it is managerially chal-

lenging to elicit long-term positive emotions like brand love

(Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006) among hotel customers. Brand

love is an important predictor of desirable marketing out-

comes like conative and behavioural brand loyalty (Batra,

Ahuvia, & Bagozzi, 2012; Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006). Signii-

cant prior research studied how consumers can form atti-

tudinal loyalty towards brands through loving the brands

in fast moving consumer packaged goods sector, and brand

love is regarded as one of the coremarketing concepts going

beyond the traditional satisfaction research (Carroll & Ahu-

via, 2006; Kuo&Chen, 2015). However, research investigat-

ing brand love in a hotel service context is scarce. Mattila

(2006) suggests that “a more detailed analysis of brand-

level effectsmight be a fruitful avenue for gaining further in-

sight into guest loyalty” in today’s highly commoditized ho-

tel industry. This research intends to ill this knowledge gap

by identifying a set of antecedents and consequences of ho-

tel brand love based on prior literature review, and empiri-
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cally testing the inter-relationships between the concepts.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. First, the

possible antecedents and consequences of hotel brand love

have been identiied, and their inter-relationships have

been hypothesized based on prior literature review. Sec-

ond, the hypothesized relationships have been quantita-

tively tested among Indian luxury hotel consumers. Finally,

the theoretical contributions and managerial implications

of the study indings have been discussed along with future

research directions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

What is Brand Love? Why is it Important in the Context

of Hotel Brands?

Brand love is an affective consumer-brand relationship con-

struct (Bergkvist & Bech-Larsen, 2010) which includes

brand emotion and passion (Carroll &Ahuvia, 2006). Brand

love does not represent mere emotional state of mind to-

wards brand at a certain point of time; rather it is a rela-

tionship concept evolved over time (Batra et al., 2012). It is

important for the brand marketers to formulate appropri-

ate brand strategies to maintain a sustainable consumer-

brand love relationship, as real brand lovers tend to show

long-term conative brand loyalty, and spread positive brand

word-of-mouth (Batra et al., 2012; Bergkvist & Bech-

Larsen, 2010; Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006; Saputra & Dewi,

2016). Brand love is structurally analogous to interper-

sonal love where brand is perceived as human (Batra et

al., 2012; Bergkvist & Bech-Larsen, 2010; Carroll & Ahu-

via, 2006; A. Sarkar, Ponnam, & Murthy, 2012). However,

the true nature of brand love at any state would be con-

text speciic (Batra et al., 2012). This implies that the na-

ture of brand love, as well as its antecedents and conse-

quences are likely to differ across industries. Brand love is

scarcely researched in the context of hotel industry. Mattila

(2006) states, “Customer loyalty is the key to success in to-

day’s commoditized hotel industry. To that end, many hotel

companies offer frequent-guest programs. The reward pro-

grams are not enough to induce loyalty, however, in the ab-

sence of an emotional bond with the brand”. Investigating

hotel brand love would provide deeper insights into elicit-

ing emotional bonding between tourist and hotel brands.

Cognitive Satisfaction Predicting Affective Brand Love

Via Affective Satisfaction

Mann (1999) argues, “cognitive activity causally precedes

an emotion in the low of psychological events”. Oliver

(1999) also supports that cognition predicts affect. In

theCarroll and Ahuvia (2006) propose that a percentage of

satisied customerswould love a brand. In otherwords, sat-

isfaction with the brand predicts brand love. Overall satis-

faction contains both cognitive Oliver (1980) and affective

(Ladhari, 2009; Stiles, Putnam, Wolf, & James, 1979) ele-

ments. Hence, following Oliver (1999) it is posited that cog-

nitive satisfaction predicts affective satisfaction, and affec-

tive satisfaction predicts more affective brand love. Thus,

cognitive satisfaction, affective satisfaction and brand love

are related, but distinct concepts, and it is important to un-

derstand how various hotel brand- related cues can gener-

ate them in a hotel service context.

Other Customer Perception (OCP): An Important Pre-

dictor of Customer Satisfaction in an Interactive Service

Context Like Hotel

Grove and Fisk (1997) note that within a service environ-

ment when other customers present violate any informal

code of conduct, it generates lower customer satisfaction.

This notion of code of conduct is grounded in the role the-

ory andbehaviour setting theory. Building on these notions,

prior research supports that several aspects of other cus-

tomers simultaneously present in any interactive service

environment would inluence the focal customer’s satisfac-

tion (Bitner, 1990). In the same line, Brocato, Voorhees, and

Baker (2012) state that the cues received from other cus-

tomers simultaneously present in a service context in terms

of perceived similarity of other customers with respect to

self, individual’s liking towards the physical appearances of

other customers, and perceived appropriateness of the be-

haviours demonstrated by other customers together form

OCP of the focal individual, and this OCP predicts focal cus-

tomer’s cognitive satisfactory approach intention towards

the service irm (i.e., hotel).

Perceived Hotel Service Quality (HSQ) Determining

Customer Satisfaction

The study conducted by Ladhari (2009) supports that per-

ceived overall HSQ positively impacts emotional/affective

hotel satisfaction. However, Ladhari (2009) ignored the

role playedby cognitive satisfaction inmediating the impact

of HSQ on affective satisfaction, as it is already discussed

that i) cognitive and affective satisfaction is distinct con-

cepts; and ii) their measurement scales are also different.

Brakus, Schmitt, and Zarantonello (2009) propose the scale

to measure cognitive satisfaction which is modeled over

Oliver (1980), andLadhari (2009)used the scale tomeasure

affective satisfaction only. Ladhari (2009) study also does

not include OCP along with HSQ for obvious reason that

OCP scale (Brocato et al., 2012)was published after Ladhari
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(2009) had published the study. Brocato et al. (2012) state,

“Perceptions of other customers play an equivocal role to

service quality in shaping the intentions of customers. Us-

ing theOCP scale alongwith traditional service qualitymea-

sures (e.g., SERVQUAL), managers can gain deeper insight

into the customer-related social inluences that impact cus-

tomers”. The current study intends to investigate this as-

pect.

Hence, it is inally argued that both OCP and HSQ can ex-

plain the variance in cognitive hotel satisfaction better than

HSQ alone, and cognitive satisfaction (Brakus et al., 2009;

Oliver, 1980) in turn would predict affective hotel satis-

faction (Ladhari, 2009) following the proposition of Oliver

(1999). It is also posited that affective hotel satisfaction

would predict more affective hotel brand love following

the stage-wise (lower to higher-order attitudinal progres-

sion) attitude formation theory described by Oliver (1999).

Brand love is a higher-order affective construct than satis-

faction, and they are conceptually distinct (Carroll&Ahuvia,

2006). Quantitative research is scarce examining the inter-

relationships between different satisfaction types (cogni-

tive and affective) and brand love.

Internationalization of Emerging Market Hotels and

Perceived Hotel Brand Self-Expressiveness

With the rapid increase in the scale of international travel

by tourists, hotels are also getting internationalized across

countries in terms of offering upmarket and business travel

oriented facilities (Litteljohn, 1997). The same article

shows that holdings of several famoushotel groups inhotels

located outside their home countries largely increased from

1978 to 1997. Emerging Asian market hotels have also not

been the exceptions. Prior research describes how during

1980 to 2012, Chinese hotels started entering intomanage-

ment contracts and joint ventures with overseas investors

(Gu, Ryan, & Yu, 2012). Thus, China’s own hotels were

divided into two groups through this internationalization

process: i) hotels merged with the well-recognized foreign

brands, and ii) the pure Chinese hotels that did not merge.

The international hotels “appealed to a brand conscious do-

mestic Chinese market” (Gu et al., 2012). This shows that

perceived foreignness of hotel brand has a positive appeal

towards brand-conscious emerging market tourists.

Foreign investment is also taking place in the Indian hotel

sector in terms of joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions

at a rapid pace (https://bit.ly/2qMQMi1). This makes In-

dian hotels ideal for investigation tourists’ brand love. For-

eign multi-national hotel companies are investing in Asian

hotel sector increasingly including Indian hotels (S. Lee,

2008). Prior research in the context of emerging Asianmar-

ket shows that Perceived Brand Foreignness (PBF) posi-

tively inluences social status signalling value of brand in

the eyes of emergingmarket consumers (Zhou, Yang, & Hui,

2010). PBF represents the degree to which a brand rep-

resents foreign culture association in contrast to domestic

culture association, i.e., individual’s perception of the de-

gree towhich a hotel has adopted foreignmanagement style

or whether a large number of foreign customers come to

the hotel. PBF does not necessarily mean foreign group

ownership as deined by Zhou et al. (2010). In that re-

spect, a hotel brand owned by any domestic business group

can also score high on PBF due to other foreign culture

association. Social signaling brand value as described by

Zhou et al. (2010) is conceptually analogous to perceived

social-self expressive ability of brand deined by Carroll and

Ahuvia (2006). According to Carroll and Ahuvia (2006),

brand social-self expressiveness enhances the perceived so-

cial image of consumer which in turn positively inluences

emotional brand love. Applying this notion to Indian hotel

sector, it can be argued that perceived foreignness of ho-

tel brand would enhance perceived social-self expressive-

ness of hotel brandwhichwould in turn positively inluence

tourist’s hotel brand love.

Hotel Location Emotion

Hotel location is an important factor with regard to success

and proitability of a hotel (Yang,Wong, &Wang, 2012). Ho-

tel location is signiicantly associatedwith larger accommo-

dationdemand (Lockyer, 2005). Choosing anattractivedes-

tination or location for establishing hotel can provide sig-

niicant competitive advantage to a hotel (Dwyer, Mellor,

Livaic, Edwards, & Kim, 2004). According to the discrete

choicemodel of hotel location, return on investment or per-

ceived utility of a hotel can be speciied as a function of ho-

tel’s site attributes, i.e., surrounding environment of the ho-

tel (Yang et al., 2012). Bergkvist and Bech-Larsen (2010)

posit that tourist can emotionally love a destination or loca-

tion. Hence, based on the prior research it can be deduced

that tourist’s positive emotion towards the location of a ho-

tel is expected to be a predictor of loving the hotel. In other

words, one’s love towards the location of a hotel would be

channelized towards loving the hotel, as the hotel becomes

an integral part of its location.

Conative Hotel Brand Loyalty

Hotels are facing increasing dificulty retaining loyal cus-

tomers due to the lack of perceived differentiation in the ex-

periences provided by the competing hotels (Kandampully
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& Suhartanto, 2000), and also due to the lack of devel-

oping strong emotional connections to hotel among con-

sumers (Mattila, 2006). Prior research states that hotel

customers should perceive greater value in reward or loy-

alty programs run by a hotel (Xie & Chen, 2014). However,

Mattila (2006) state, “The reward programs are not enough

to induce loyalty, however, in the absence of an emotional

bond with the brand. Instead, affective commitment—that

emotional bond—is needed to ensure repeat patronage”.

Oliver (1999) proposes that affect predicts conative and ir-

rational intention to re-purchase a consumption object i.e.,

brand. Carroll andAhuvia (2006) study shows that affective

brand love predicts conative brand loyalty. Conative loyalty

is highly desired by the marketers in any industry, as it pre-

dicts actual behavioural loyalty i.e., repeat hotel patronage

(Oliver, 1999).

Consumer’s Emotional Labour as an Outcome of Brand

Love

Emotional labour is deined as an act or behaviour of dis-

playing one’s emotion in an interactive organizational set-

ting irrespective of whether the act is discrepant with the

actual emotion felt internally by individual (Glomb & Tews,

2004). The nature of this emotional labour is determined

by one’s internal state of emotional dissonance created in

relation to the organizational interaction. Such emotional

dissonance is deined as “the state that exists when there

is a discrepancy between the emotional demeanour that

an individual displays because it is considered appropri-

ate, and the emotions that are genuinely felt but that would

be inappropriate to display” (Mann, 1999). The absence of

any emotional dissonance would result in genuinely posi-

tive emotional labour, and the presence of emotional dis-

sonance would lead to faking positive or suppressing neg-

ative emotions when individual would not want to express

his/her genuinely felt negative emotions in an interactive

setting to avoid violating the prevailing organizational dis-

play rules (Glomb & Tews, 2004). A true brand lover tends

to protect the loved brand against all kinds of odds, and for-

give the brand for making mistakes unless the mistakes are

very severe (Hemetsberger, Kittinger-Rosanelli, & Fried-

mann, 2009). Brand love is a strong and positive emotional

relationship with the brand (Batra et al., 2012; Carroll &

Ahuvia, 2006) which would be actively maintained by a de-

votional or true brand lover (Hemetsberger et al., 2009).

Hence, it is expected that a true brand loverwho is in a deep

devotional love with a brand would largely intend to ex-

press genuine positive emotion while interacting with the

brand in the presence of other customers OCP, i.e., telling

genuinely felt positive words about the brand (Batra et al.,

2012; Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006). In certain occasions, if a true

brand lover feels anydisappointmentwhile interactingwith

the focal brand also, he/she would largely try to hide the

emotional dissonance by faking positive and/or suppress-

ing negative (disappointment) emotions actually felt until

the emotional dissonance generated is severely hurting, as

a real brand lover would want to maintain the relationship

with brand actively, and protect the brand against all odds

(Hemetsberger et al., 2009). For e.g., in a hotel service en-

counter context, a customer maintaining a long-term lov-

ing relationship with a hotel might get disappointed due to

sudden increase in the room rates or costs of food items

served, but he/she might choose to pay the premium with-

out expressing his/her true negative feelings towards the

hotel staff, and write a good feedback while checking out,

as he/she would not want to hurt the brand. Few research

works have been conducted on hotel service providers’ and

hotel employees’ emotional labours (Kim, 2008; Lam &

Chen, 2012; J. J. Lee & Ok, 2012). However, research is

scarce investigating factors eliciting hotel customer’s emo-

tional labour, given that customers can also express differ-

ent types of emotional labours in an interactive service con-

text like hotel.

HYPOTHESES FORMULATION

The inter-relationships between relevant constructs de-

scribed above in relation to hotel brand love are hypothe-

sized in this section.

OCP signiicantly determines customer satisfaction in an

interactive service setting (Martin, 1996). Prior re-

search maintains that “the effects of some aspects of other

customers inluence on increasing customer satisfaction”

(Brocato et al., 2012) are signiicant. Experiences derived

from various brand related cues would inluence cognitive

customer satisfaction (Brakus et al., 2009). The other cus-

tomers simultaneously present while consuming a service

in an interactive service environment (i.e., hotel) would

generate several cues thatwould impact cognitive customer

satisfaction, and the subsequent future approach intention

towards the service brand (Brocato et al., 2012). It is al-

ready discussed that the irst stage of satisfaction would be

cognitive followed by affect (Oliver, 1999). In hotel service

context, it would be termed as Cognitive Hotel Satisfaction

(CHS). According to Brocato et al. (2012), OCP has 3 dimen-

sions namely perceived similarity with other customers

(OCP-S), perceived behaviours of other customers (OCP-

B) and perceived appearances of other customers (OCP-A).

Therefore, we hypothesize:
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H1: OCP-S predicts CHS.

H1-1: OCP-B predicts CHS.

H1-2: OCP-A predicts CHS.

As already discussed, CHS would predict emotional/Affec-

tive Hotel Satisfaction (AHS) following Oliver (1999). Like

OCP, HSQ described by N. Y. Wong and Ahuvia (1998) also

refers to cognitive judgement of hotel service related cues

like tangibles, employees’ behaviours and parameters elic-

iting brand reliance. Hence, it is expected that HSQ di-

mensions would inluence CHS irst, and CHS would in turn

predict AHS following Oliver (1999) theoretical proposition

that rational cognition predicts affect. N. Y. Wong and Ahu-

via (1998) conceptualize HSQ in terms of 3 dimensions:

perception of hotel employees (HSQ-E), perception of hotel

tangibles (HSQ-T), and perceived reliability of hotel service

(HSQ-R). Therefore, we hypothesize:

H1-3: HSQ-E predicts CHS.

H1-4: HSQ-T predicts CHS.

H1-5: HSQ-R predicts CHS.

H1-6: CHS predicts AHS.

It is already discussed that affective hotel satisfactionwould

predict more affective Hotel Brand Love (HBL), as Oliver

(1999) states that consumption attitude tends to progress

from a lower to higher order. Therefore, we hypothesize:

H2: AHS predicts HBL.

Prior research in the context of the emergingmarket shows

that perceived brand foreignness positively inluences per-

ceived social signaling brand value (Zhou et al., 2010).

Due to the acculturation process in terms of developing

more favourable attitude towards developed foreign coun-

try originated brands compared to the nationally originated

brands taking place among the brand conscious emerging

market consumers, emerging market consumers tend to

perceive a greater affection towards brands associatedwith

developed foreign cultures (J. G. Sarkar, Sarkar, & Ponnam,

2015). Here, it is to be noted that perceived brand foreign-

ness refers to the degree towhich brand is perceived to rep-

resent a foreign like cultural aspects, and not necessarily

foreign ownership. In the context of emerging market ho-

tels, this can refer to perceived international standards of

accommodation facilities offered by a hotel (Pine, 2002).

The social signalling brand value (Zhou et al., 2010) is con-

ceptually similar to social-self expressiveness of brand de-

ined by Carroll and Ahuvia (2006). Based on Carroll and

Ahuvia (2006), social-self expressiveness of a hotel brand is

deined as the degree to which a tourist perceives that be-

ing associated with the hotel brand would enhance his/her

social image in front of the signiicant others. Though

Zhou et al. (2010) posit that in the context of China, per-

ceived brand foreignness positively inluences social status

signalling value of brand, the authors don’t clearly spec-

ify whether this foreignness would be in terms of brand’s

perceived association with developed or developing for-

eign country. In the context of emerging Indian market,

J. G. Sarkar et al. (2015) show that Indians tend to per-

ceive brands as social-self expressive, if the brands are per-

ceived to be associated with developed foreign countries,

and not developing countries. For e.g., an Indian customer

might feel that it would enhance his/her social-self when

he/she would tell others about his/her staying in the Taj

hotel which is a very reputed hotel brand in India in terms

of having facilities like any developed foreign country hotel.

Staying in luxury hotels is signiicantly perceived as status

symbol by many (Catrett & Lynn, 1999). Therefore, in the

context of Indian emergingmarket hotel sector, it is hypoth-

esized:

H3: Perceived Hotel Brand Foreignness (PHBF) in terms of

brand’s associationwith any developed foreign country cul-

ture positively inluences perceived Social-Self Expressive-

ness (SSE) of hotel brand.

Carroll and Ahuvia (2006) show that perceived self-

expressive ability of brand which includes both inner and

social-self expressive ability predicts consumer’s emotional

brand love. Inner-self expressiveness is not considered to

be relevant in the present analysis, as inner-self expressive-

ness is not directly related to the projection of consumer’s

social status, and this study focuses on status signalling ho-

tel consumption behaviour. Shachar, Erdem, Cutright, and

Fitzsimons (2011) show that consumers tend to rely on

those brands much that would express their self-worth to

the environment. Brand social-self expressiveness (Carroll

&Ahuvia, 2006) is sameasperceived social status signalling

brand value (Zhou et al., 2010) which is a cognitive value

judgment, and expected to predict CHS. For example, if a

tourist perceives a hotel to be social self-expressive or sta-

tus enhancing, he/she would be irst cognitively satisied

with the hotel brand. This cognitive satisfaction would in

turn predict affective satisfaction. Hence, it is hypothesized:

H4: SSE of hotel brand positively inluences CHS.

The notion provided by the above hypotheses that cues re-

lated to OCP, HSQ and SSE impact CHS is supported by the

expectancy disconirmation theory (Oliver, 1980) of con-

sumer satisfaction formation. This theory states that con-

sumer’s cognitive satisfaction is formed over time through

comparing relevant object attribute cues against a pre-

comparison expectation level set which are also additive

over time. Oliver (1980) theory is based on Helson (1948)
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adaptation-level theory.

Prior research also shows that the perception of the lo-

cation of a hotel inluences tourist’s choice of hotel (Bull,

1994; Lewis, 1985; Yavas & Babakus, 2005). Utilizing

compositional self-explicationmodel, prior research shows

that location of hotel appears to be an important hotel at-

tribute that would predict tourist’s hotel choice decision

(K. K. Wong & Chi-Yung, 2002). Though few prior studies

show that hotel location preference is related to hotel pref-

erence; yet, little “empirical research has examined this is-

sue explicitly” ((Shoval, McKercher, Ng, &Birenboim, 2011).

Prior research also states that a tourist can be emotional

towards a place and love a place (Batra et al., 2012). Ac-

cording toBatra et al. (2012), location emotion (HLE)would

have 3 dimensions: joy (HLE-J), love (HLE-L) and positive

surprise (HLE-PS). Hotel location emotion and brand love

both are affective attitude constructs (Oliver, 1999). Based

on the above review it is expected that tourist’s emotional

liking towards the location (place) of a hotel would predict

his/her love towards the hotel. Therefore, we hypothesize:

H5: Favourable HLE-J predicts HBL.

H5-1: Favourable HLE-L predicts HBL.

H5-2: Favourable HLE-PS predicts HBL.

Prior research supports that affective brand love predicts

conative brand loyalty (Bergkvist & Bech-Larsen, 2010; Ba-

tra et al., 2012; Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006). Hence, in hotel

brand context, it is hypothesized:

H6: HBL predicts Conative Hotel Brand Loyalty (CBL).

Emotional labour or the expression of one’s emotion in

an interactive service consumption context would be gen-

uinely positive when an individual does not experience any

emotional dissonance in his/her internal emotion regula-

tory mechanism (Glomb & Tews, 2004). Brand love is a

highly positive emotion felt towards a brand (Batra et al.,

2012; Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006). Prior research shows that

a true brand lover tends to demonstrate genuinely positive

acts like spreading positivewords about the brand (Batra et

al., 2012; Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006), and defending the loved

brand against all odds (Hemetsberger et al., 2009) which

would be genuine in nature or actually free from any inter-

nal emotional dissonance. Hence, in hotel brand love con-

text, it is hypothesized:

H7: HBL predicts Genuine Positive Emotional Labour

(GPEL).

Prior research also shows that consumers who are highly

emotional about brands tend to “defend them against all

odds” (Hemetsberger et al., 2009). The same authors also

maintain that consumers genuinely in love with certain

brands would try to maintain their brand relationships ac-

tively, and tend to terminate their brand relationships only

if there is any major dyadic relationship stress like a major

breakdown of trust. Minor brand “failures are likely to be

forgiven” (Hemetsberger et al., 2009) by a real brand lover.

Hence, in the context of true hotel brand love, a real brand

lover might also feel emotional dissonance (Glomb & Tews,

2004) occasionally when the individual did not actually like

any minor mistake done by the hotel. Still, he/she is likely

to show positive emotional expression (faking) and/or sup-

press negative internal emotion elicited while interacting

with the hotel brand especially in a public context OCP,

as he/she would try to forgive the minor mistakes made

by the deeply loved brand with an objective to maintain a

sustainable love relationship. Thus, Faking Positive Emo-

tional Labour (FPEL) and/or suppressing negative emotion

or Suppressed Negative Emotional Labour (SNEL) would

also be the outcomes of minor emotional dissonance expe-

rienced in relation to the brand. For e.g., an individual who

has already developed strong emotional love towards a ho-

tel based on signiicant past interactions, might not report

any negative expression even after inding the taste of any

food item not to be satisfactory in a certain occasion. It is

also assumed that a true brand lover would largely feel gen-

uinely positive brand emotion, and emotional dissonance

can be felt very occasionally if the brand commits minor

mistakes (Hemetsberger et al., 2009). The reason is that

true brand love represents strongly positive emotional re-

lationship (Batra et al., 2012). As a true brand lover might

experience low emotional dissonance sometimes, the effect

of brand love on suppressed negative or fake positive emo-

tional labour is expected to be weaker compared to the ef-

fect of brand love on GPEL. Therefore, in hotel brand con-

text, it is hypothesized:

H7-1: An individual emotionally loving a hotel brand occa-

sionally tends to express FPEL.

H7-2: An individual emotionally loving a hotel brand occa-

sionally tends to express SNEL.

The model (Figure 1) summarizes all the above hypothe-

ses formulated. In the model, each arrow lows from an-

tecedent to respectiveoutcomeashypothesized. Theabbre-

viations for construct names used in the model are already

explained in the text.
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual framework for hotel brand love

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

Sampling and Data Collection

The population of the study consisted of the young con-

sumers of six ive star rated luxury hotels located in In-

dian emerging market. Only the young adult respondents

aged between 18 to 24 years were contacted. Young adult

tourists were chosen as respondents, as prior research

shows that a signiicant nichemarket of Asian Tourism con-

sists of educated young people “who are keen to explore the

world” (Chua& Iwabuchi, 2008). As one studyobjectivewas

to test relationship between perceived hotel brand foreign-

ness and hotel brand love, only Indian customers were se-

lected, and not foreign. A large sample was conveniently

selected from this population. Luxury hotel was selected,

as this category of hotel is likely to be perceived as social-

self expressive due to having facilities of international stan-

dards (perceived brand foreignness). Out of these six ho-

tels, three were foreign originated and three were national

in terms of the country locations of the global headquar-

ters of the hotels. The administrative managers of these

hotels were contacted, and after taking the permission of

hotel authorities, the questionnaires were administered to

respondents when they were in their hotel rooms. First,

each respondent was called over phone from hotel recep-

tion counter to knowwhether they would be willing to par-

ticipate in this academic research related to hotel satisfac-

tion against receiving a reward of 500 Indian rupees. Only

those customers were called over phone who booked their

hotel rooms at least 24 hours before as per hotel register

the reason for which is explained below.

The questionnaire contained a screening statement: “This

research on hotel satisfaction is being conducted solely for

academic purposes. All responses provided by you would

be kept conidential. Please spend some of your valuable

time to ill the questionnaire, if i) you have booked your ho-

tel room at least 24 hours or 1 day before from now; and

ii) you have come for a leisure trip rather than business

purpose”. Business customers were excluded based on the

assumption that they would have come for oficial works,

rather than for love towards hotel or location. The screen-

ing criterion of ‘1 day before’ was adopted at the discretion

of the researchers to ensure aminimum level of prior inter-

action of respondent with the respective hotel brand, as the

measurement of several study constructs (i.e., satisfaction

and emotional labour) needed a certain minimum level of

past interaction with brand, as per the adaptation level the-

ory of satisfaction formation (Oliver, 1980).

The respondents were also instructed to ill the question-

naire keeping only the particular hotel brands and their

locations in minds where they were staying while illing

the questionnaires. In many cases, the researchers found

a whole family present in a room including young adults

(aged between18 to 24 years), adults (aged above 24 years)

and minor (aged below 18 years) family members. In such

cases, the researchers administered questionnaires only to

the young adult members. As hotel location emotion was

an important variable, the research was conducted in the

hotels located across popular coastal, hilly and metro city

areas in order to ensure suficient variation in the data. The

data collection continued for about 7months, and on an av-

erage, the researchers spent more than 30 days per hotel.

This way the researchers approached total 1945 respon-

dents across all six hotels over phones, and inally 1052 re-

spondents properly illed questionnaires who satisied the
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screening criterion. Out of these 1052 respondents, 642

were males. The age range of the respondents was 18 to 24

years with an average of 21.20. The approximate range of

gross annual family incomes as reportedby the respondents

were between 1487532 to 6389516 Indian rupees which

would be considered as high-economic class in Indian con-

text. This was expected, as the respondents were the cus-

tomers of luxury hotels.

Measures Used

Items to measure all study constructs were adapted from

scales already validated by prior research. Ten item Likert

scale measuring HBL was adapted from Carroll and Ahuvia

(2006). Thirteen items likert scale measuring OCP in terms

of appearance (OCP-A), behaviour (OCP-B) and similarity

(OCP-S) dimensionswas adapted fromBrocato et al. (2012).

Five items-Likert scale measuring CHS was adapted from

Brakus et al. (2009). The satisfaction scale used by Brakus

et al. (2009) actually measures cognitive satisfaction, as

the scale was “modeled after” (Brakus et al., 2009). Oliver

(1980) cognitive satisfaction concept. Fifteen items likert

scale measuring HLE in terms of three dimensions namely

joy (HLE-J), love (HLE-L) and positive surprise (HLE-PS)

were adapted from three dimensional destination emotion

scale developed by Batra et al. (2012). Four items likert

scale measuring SSE of hotel brand, and four items likert

scalemeasuring CBLwere adapted from Carroll and Ahuvia

(2006). Total nineteen items likert scales measuring GPEL,

FPEL and SNELwere adapted fromGlomb andTews (2004).

Each likert item of the abovementioned scales was on a 1 to

7 point (1: Strongly disagree to 7: Strongly agree).

Fifteen items likert scalesmeasuringHSQ in termsofHSQ-E,

HSQ-S and HSQ-T were adapted from N. Y. Wong and Ahu-

via (1998). The HSQ items were also measured on a seven-

point scale (1: Completely failed to meet my expectation to

7: Far exceeded my expectation). Four items semantic dif-

ferential scale measuring PHBF in terms of developed for-

eign country association of focal brand were adapted from

Zhou et al. (2010). Three items semantic differential scale

measuring AHS was adapted from Ladhari (2009). Each se-

mantic differential scale item was also based on 7 points

such that twoextremepoints of each itemrepresentedbipo-

lar adjectives, and the intermediate points were numbered

from 2 to 6. All scale items are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Construct scale items and Composite Reliabiity (CR) values

Factors Items CR

Hotel brand love 0.86

This is a wonderful hotel brand

This hotel brand makes me feel good

This hotel brand is totally awesome

I have neutral feelings about this hotel brand*

This hotel brand makes me very happy

I love this hotel brand

I have no particular feelings about this hotel brand*

This hotel brand is a pure delight

I am passionate about this hotel brand

I am very attached to this hotel brand

OCP-appearance 0.88

I like the appearances of other patrons who come to this hotel

The other patrons in this hotel dress appropriately

The other patrons in this hotel look nice

The other patrons in this hotel look like they are my type of people

OCP-behaviour 0.8

The behaviours of the other customers are appropriate in this hotel

The other patrons seem to be friendly towards me in this hotel

The other patrons behave well in this hotel

The other patrons' behaviour in this hotel is pleasant

OCP-Similarity 0.82

I can identify myself with other customers of this hotel

I am similar to other customers of this hotel

The other customers of this hotel are like me

The other customers of this hotel are from backgrounds similar to myself

I it right in with the other customers of this hotel
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Table 1. Continue...

Factors Items CR

GPEL 0.86

I express my genuine contentment in relation to this hotel brand

I express my genuine concern about this hotel brand

I express my genuine happiness in relation to this hotel brand

I express my genuine liking towards this hotel brand

I express my genuine enthusiasm in relation to this hotel brand

Faked positive emotional

labour

0.83

Sometimes I fake my contentment in relation to this hotel brand

Sometimes I fake my concern in relation to this hotel brand

Sometimes I fake my happiness in relation to this hotel brand

Sometimes I fake my liking towards this hotel brand

Sometimes I fake my enthusiasm in relation to this hotel brand

Suppressed negative emo-

tional labour

0.77

Sometimes I suppress my disliking towards this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my aggravation in relation to this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my anxiety in relation to this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my sadness in relation to this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my irritation towards this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my fear of being abandoned by this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my mental distress in relation to this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my hatred towards this hotel brand

Sometimes I suppress my anger towards this hotel brand

Hotel location emotion- Joy 0.81

The location of this hotel makes me cheerful

The location of this hotel gives me pleasure

The location of this hotel gives me joy

I feel enthusiastic about the location of this hotel

The location of the hotel delights me

Hotel location emotion- love 0.84

The location of this hotel evokes tenderness within me

The location of this hotel evokes love within me

I feel affectionate towards the location of this hotel

The location of this hotel is warm

I feel to take care of the environment of the hotel location

Hotel location emotion-posi-

tive surprise

0.79

The location of this hotel is amazing

The location of this hotel is astonishing

The location of this hotel is fascinating

The location of this hotel is inspiring

The location of this hotel is surprisingly beautiful

Social-self expressiveness of

hotel brand

0.81

Getting associated with this hotel brand contributes to my social image

Getting associated with this hotel brand adds to the social roles I play

Being the customer of this hotel brand has a positive impact on what others think of me

Getting associated with this hotel brand improves the way society views me

Emotional satisfaction 0.82

I don't feel happy at all with the service provided by this hotel/feel very happy with the service pro-

vided by this hotel

I don't at all feel pleasantwhile consuming the service of this hotel/feel very pleasantwhile consuming

the service of this hotel

I don't at all feel joyful while consuming the service of this hotel/feel joyful while consuming the ser-

vice of this hotel
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Table 1. Continue...

Factors Items CR

Cognitive satisfaction 0.85

I am satisied with this hotel brand and the services provided by it

I would choose a different hotel brand in future*

My choice to come to this hotel has been a wise one

I feel good about my decision to come to this hotel

I am not happy with the service provided by this hotel brand*

Brand loyalty 0.78

This is the only hotel that I will come to in future whenever I will come to this place

Whenever I will come to this destination, I will not even search for information about any hotel brand

other than this

Anytime if this hotel is fully occupied and there is no vacancy, I will postpone my outing program to

this destination

I will cancel my outing program, rather than going to another hotel

Hotel brand foreignness (de-

veloped country association)

0.81

I don't think that consumers from developed foreign countries come to this hotel/I do think that con-

sumers from developed foreign countries come to this hotel

To me, this hotel represents something associated with developed foreign country/To me, this hotel

represents something Indian*

I associate this hotelwith things that are Indian/I donot associate this hotelwith things that are Indian

The appeal of this hotel is a very good symbol of developed foreign culture/The appeal of this hotel is

not a very good symbol of developed foreign culture*

Hotel service quality-

employees

0.84

The hotel employees give prompt service

The hotel employees are always willing to help

The hotel employees are never too busy to respond to guests' requests

The hotel employees instil conidence in guests

The guests feel safe in the delivery of services by its employees

Thehotel employees are verypolite and courteousThehotel employees have the knowledge to answer

questions from the guests

The hotel employees have adequate skills to perform the services

The hotel employees pay individual attention to the guests

The hotel employees deal with the guests in a caring fashion

The hotel employees keep the guests' best interests at their hearts

The hotel employees understand the speciic needs of the guests

The hotel employees are very

neat and professional Hotel

service quality-tangibles

0.79

The equipment, ixtures and ittings in this hotel are modern looking

The facilities in this hotel are visually appealing

The materials in this hotel are visually appealing

The ixtures and ittings in this hotel are comfortable

The equipment and facilities in this hotel are easy to use

The equipment and facilities in this hotel are generally clean

The variety of foods and beverages served by this hotel meets guests' needs

The hotel services are operated at a convenient time

Hotel service quality-

reliability

0.83

I feel safe and secure while staying in this hotel This hotel provides me the services that it promises

This hotel shows dependability in handling service problems

This hotel performs the service right the irst time

This hotel provides the services at the time it promises to do so

This hotel informs the guests exactly when the services will be performed

Note: All (*) marked items were reverse coded
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Statistical Tools Used

Normality of each item of every scale was checked using

Shapiro and Wilk (1965) test. As all the scales used were

already validated in foreign country contexts, the reliability

of each scale was checked in the Indian context by examin-

ing the CR values. Exploratory factor analysis was not done,

as all the scales used already had been validated by prior re-

search. However, inter-factor correlations were computed

using SPSS17. Next, themeasurementmodelwas examined

by correlating all possible pairs of the latent factors, and

running Conirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) using LISREL

8.72. The CFA was followed by running Structural Equation

Modelling (SEM) using LISREL 8.72 to test the hypothesized

relationships. Covariance matrices were used and maxi-

mum likelihood approach was followed while doing both

CFA and SEM. The sample size of 1052 was greater than

10 times the total number of scale items used in the ques-

tionnaire which according to A. Sarkar et al. (2012) is sufi-

ciently large to run CFA and SEM.

RESULTS

For each item in every scale Shapiro-Wilk’s p-value was in-

signiicant (p > 0.05) showing that all scale items were nor-

mally distributed. All CR values were satisfactorily high

(> 0.77) which are shown in Table 1 establishing relia-

bility of the scales in Indian context. The measurement

model achieved a good it (CMIN/DF = 2.649; CFI = 0.909;

NFI = 0.863; RMSEA = 0.039). All standardized dependent

and correlated path coeficients in the measurement model

were positive and signiicant at 5% level. Inter-factor corre-

lations computed are reported inTable 2. An examinationof

the correlation values in Table 2 shows that FPEL and SNEL

are correlated with the remaining factors weakly (p < 0.10).

All other correlation values are signiicant at 5% level. The

probable reason behind this is that emotional dissonance

causing FPEL and SNELwere not felt signiicantly by our re-

spondents, or the level of emotional dissonance felt by our

respondents in relation to their loved hotel brands was low.

TABLE 2. Inter-factor correlation matrix

HBL OCP-A OCP-B CHS OCP-S CBL GPEL FPEL HLE-J HLE-L PHBF HLE-

PS

HSQ-E SSE HSQ-

T

AHS SNEL

HBL

OCP-A 0.51

OCP-B 0.57 0.77

CHS 0.69 0.62 0.57

OCP-S 0.53 0.75 0.73 0.66

CBL 0.78 0.53 0.49 0.53 0.55

GPEL 0.76 0.61 0.53 0.69 0.61 0.66

FPEL 0.29* 0.25* 0.31* 0.34* 0.27* 0.32* 0.28*

HLE-J 0.67 0.56 0.61 0.53 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.51

HLE-L 0.61 0.64 0.55 0.58 0.62 0.57 0.64 0.64 0.71

PHBF 0.64 0.53 0.63 0.63 0.69 0.62 0.58 0.55 0.56 0.54

HLE-PS 0.57 0.65 0.57 0.56 0.54 0.69 0.67 0.62 0.73 0.75 0.61

HSQ-E 0.56 0.68 0.71 0.65 0.68 0.74 0.63 0.71 0.55 0.62 0.79 0.67

SSE 0.68 0.67 0.59 0.68 0.65 0.53 0.59 0.52 0.64 0.52 0.55 0.68 0.72

HSQ-T 0.78 0.69 0.62 0.77 0.59 0.65 0.73 0.66 0.78 0.69 0.77 0.82 0.75 0.68

AHS 0.66 0.62 0.67 0.59 0.78 0.71 0.77 0.64 0.81 0.74 0.72 0.77 0.65 0.72 0.69

SNEL 0.28* 0.38* 0.37* 0.33* 0.42* 0.41* 0.31* 0.33* 0.38* 0.39* 0.32* 0.35* 0.28* 0.27* 0.31* 0.33*

HSQ-R 0.62 0.66 0.58 0.69 0.55 0.62 0.54 0.56 0.51 0.61 0.68 0.62 0.59 0.52 0.54 0.53 0.61

Note: Only (*) marked correlation values were signiicant at 10% level, and all other values were signiicant at 5% level. The abbreviations for the con-

struct names used are already given in the text.

Then, SEM was run to test all the hypothesized relation-

ships. While doing the SEM analysis OCP, HSQ and HLE

were modelled as constructs represented by several irst-

order latent dimensions and not modelled as higher-order

constructs, as conceptualized by the respective prior stud-

ies validating these scales. The model achieved a good

it. CMIN/DF, CFI, NFI and RMSEA values were respectively

2.161, 0.926, 0.871 and 0.033. Table 3 shows the standard-

ized values of hypothesized paths, corresponding t-values

and signiicance levels.

Table 3 shows that all hypothesized paths were signiicant

at 5% signiicance level except the paths between i) HBL

and FPEL (H7a), and ii) HBL and SNEL (H7b). These two

pathswereweakly signiicant at 10% level only. This shows

that brand love feelings of our respondents towards respec-

tive hotel brands were largely very deep, and they largely

could not remember any signiicant occasion of suppress-

ing negative and/or faking positive emotion in relation to

their loved hotel brands.
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TABLE 3. SEM path coeficients

Hypothesized Paths t-Values Standardized Path Coeficients & Signiicance Levels

H1 3.427 0.68**

H1 4.183 0.71***

H2 3.872 0.73**

H3 4.837 0.72***

H4 3.625 0.75**

H5 4.639 0.81**

H6 4.517 0.75***

H2 4.063 0.71**

H3 3.728 0.74**

H4 3.903 0.69***

H5 4.737 0.82**

H1 4.821 0.81**

H2 4.905 0.78***

H6 3.793 0.66**

H7 3.831 0.68**

H1 2.715 0.44*

H2 2.682 0.38*

Note: (***) = p < 0.01; (**) = p < 0.05; (*) = p < 0.10 The abbreviations for the construct names used

are given in the text.

DISCUSSION

Thewhole SEMmodel is statistically supported at a 5% sig-

niicance level except H7b and H7c. Getting H7b and H7c

weakly signiicant at a 10% level validates the notion that

true brand lover would not feel strong emotional discrep-

ancy while interacting with brand. The correlation matrix

also supports this aspect, as FPEL and SNEL are weakly (p

> 10%) correlated with other constructs. The most impor-

tant emerging market context speciic inding is that per-

ceived hotel brand foreignness positively impacts emerg-

ingmarket consumers’ brand love through enhancingbrand

social-self expressiveness (Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006) or social

signalling brand value (Zhou et al., 2010). This aspect gets

support from prior qualitative research on brand love con-

ducted by A. Sarkar et al. (2012) in the context of Indian

emerging market. Most importantly, the model validated

shows that OCP, HSQ and SSE impact affective satisfaction

through enhancing cognitive satisfaction, and affective sat-

isfaction directly predicts brand love. Thus, the study con-

irms the stage-wise relationships between cognitive satis-

faction, affective satisfaction and more affective brand love

which gets theoretical support from (Oliver, 1999).

This study theoretically contributes to the domain of ho-

tel brand love research by extending the works of Mattila

(2006) and Ladhari (2009) which highlight the impor-

tance of enhancing tourists’ emotional bonding towards

hotel brands in creating hotel brand loyalty among young

Asian tourists. Prior research developing and empirically

validating any comprehensive theoretical model for hotel

brand love amongst young Asian tourists is scarce. This

research ills that knowledge gap. The study model vali-

dated is highly comprehensive, as a wide variety of hotel

service cues (OCP, HSQ and SSE) are included in the model.

The theoretical model conceptualized and validated in this

study is largely based on the notions that i) satisfaction pre-

dicts brand love (Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006), and ii) cognitive

(Brakus et al., 2009) and affective (Ladhari, 2009) satisfac-

tion are psychometrically distinct from each other, and each

of them are also distinct from brand love.

The inal model validated in this study also contributes to

the existing body of hotel service theory by showing that

OCP (Brocato et al., 2012) and HSQ (N. Y. Wong & Ahuvia,

1998) can together predict the variance in cognitive ho-

tel brand satisfaction better, and cognitive hotel satisfac-

tion is an antecedent of affective hotel satisfaction which is

again supported by Oliver (1999). The model also shows

that perceived foreignness of hotel brand enhances social

self expressiveness of hotels in the eyes of young emerg-

ing market consumers which gets support from Zhou et al.

(2010). This inding supports prior inding of J. G. Sarkar et

al. (2015) that foreign acculturation is rapidly taking place

among young Indian or Asian hotel consumers. The model

examines the effect of young customer’s hotel brand love on

emotional labour for the irst time in thedomain of hospital-

ity research, as prior research in this domain largely exam-

inedhotel employees’ emotional labours in relation to inter-

acting with employers, but not of the customers. Tourist’s

emotional labour is posited to be an important indicator of

the intensity of hotel brand love, and this aspect has been

largely ignored by prior research in the brand love domain

subject to the fact that it is mostly dificult to ascertain the

genuineness of consumer’s emotional labour.
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CONCLUSION

This study shows that the tourists who would love a hotel

brand might also fake positive emotion, and/or suppress

negative emotion sometimes in order to maintain the love

relationshipswith hotel till the hotelmakes verymajormis-

take. Thus, FPEL and SNEL might occur occasionally, and

not very frequently in case of true love. This inding gets

support from Hemetsberger et al. (2009) as already dis-

cussed. However, the question arises what type of mistake

madebyhotelwould be considered asmajor thatmight lead

to break down of brand love. There should be benchmarks

for suchmajormistakes; so that anyhotel service failure can

be kept below the benchmark set. Future research should

also be conducted to identify possible types of such major

mistakes that can be committed by hotels.

IMPLICATIONS

Implications for Future Research

Future research directions would emerge from the limita-

tions of the current study. Non-probability or convenient

sampling is one limitation of this study. However, the sam-

ple size taken was signiicantly large which would have

minimized the possible sampling error. The study con-

sidered only one construct relevant in emerging market

context that is PHBF. More emerging market context spe-

ciic variables should be considered by emerging market

brand love researchers like the effects of Confucian values

(N. Y.Wong&Ahuvia, 1998). In order tomake the question-

naire not very lengthy, Carroll and Ahuvia (2006) ten item

uni-dimensional brand love scalewasused. Future research

should be conducted to test the model by taking Batra et al.

(2012) multi-dimensional and more comprehensive brand

love scale. It also cannot be claimed that themodel is gener-

alizable across Asian country markets or all emerging mar-

kets, as the model was tested only in one Asian country (In-

dia) context. Future research should test the model in mul-

tiple emerging market contexts.

Managerial Implications

The model validated in this study provides strategic guide-

lines to Indian hotel owners andmanagers in relation to the

creation of a highly loved hotel brand among young con-

sumers. According to the model, the hotel owners should

irst try to assess the probable emotional feelings of tar-

get tourists towards the place where they are planning to

set up a hotel by conducting prior market surveys. The

hotel located in emerging markets should have facilities at

par with developed foreign country hotels subject to bud-

get constraints, so that the emerging market tourists would

perceive that association with the hotel brand would en-

hance their social-self images due to high PHBF. In order to

enhance perceived hotel brand foreignness, an Indian hotel

can try to make joint ventures with foreign hotels from de-

veloped countries, given that the Indian government has al-

ready liberalized foreign investment in Indian hotel sector.

However, several Indian hotels i.e. Leela group of hotels are

also entering into management contracts (in order to avoid

the high cost of funds, and project delays generally involved

in direct investments) which can also improve PHBF (Khan

& Sharma, 2013).

In addition to improving the HSQ dimensions (tangibles,

service reliability, employees’ behaviours), the hotel man-

agers should develop certain policies to ensure that cus-

tomers from appropriate target segments should largely

come to the hotel. In this manner, customers simultane-

ously availing hotel services would generate positive OCP

for each other. Brocato et al. (2012) rightly state, “Using the

OCP scale along with traditional service quality measures

(e.g., SERVQUAL), managers can gain deeper insight” into

hotel customer relationship management. For example, a

news channel in India has very recently reported an inci-

dent of not allowing a customer to enter the lounge by hotel

staff for the stated reason of not being well dressed which

went viral in social media (Banerjie, 2016). This shows that

many hotels are trying to improve OCP in their service en-

vironments.

Before customers exit a hotel, managers can take qualita-

tive and psychometric feedbacks of customers in order to

uncover the true nature of emotional labours of target cus-

tomers. For e.g., in the customer feedback form, there can

be questions i.e., what is your overall impression of our ser-

vice, or please suggest if there is any scope to improve the

quality of service provided. This indirect and open-ended

questions would help to uncover customers’ GPEL and/or

FPEL and/or SNEL. In the cases of FPEL and SNEL, proper

reasons or gaps behindnegative emotional dissonanceneed

to be identiied. Based on the identiication of such gaps,

the customers faking positive and/or suppressing negative

emotions should be assured by hotelmanagement that they

don’t need to do so, and speciic service gaps responsible

for such FPEL and/or SNEL would be illed up by following

appropriate service gap illing strategy(Parasuraman, Zei-

thaml, & Berry, 1985).
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